He Makes Everything Beautiful in its Time…
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“This weekend, God’s been showing me that there are
some things in my life that really need to change and
have finally caught up with me. I have begun to surrender them to God” … were the words of Kerri, a student that Ellen
has been working with when we all debriefed at the end of Upstate Fall
Getaway at the beginning of October. She has had some recent huge life
changes. She is becoming aware of “strongholds” that she has struggled
with in her life. These issues even affected her visibly at the retreat. We
are grateful for God’s recent work in her life. Please pray for Kerri that
God will continue working and moving in her.

“I can’t find love because I’ve slept with too many people to know what love is”
Talk about breaking your heart! This was what one student said wnen I asked each of the about 25 students to jot
down something I could pray for them for. Can you imagine being so broken and aware that you’re willing to ask a complete stranger to pray for this area of your life?! This student isn’t alone… as I read slip after slip of requests just like
this of messy divorce, cancer, drug use, eating disorders, poor self image, no direction, the list goes on and on! These
students showed up for a seminar entitled “Healing Prayer” (a topic asked of me to present, but one that fit perfect
with what Jesus does!) I have to admit, only stepping foot on campus one other time this semester before this was a
little bit overwhelming and daunting to think about! As I thought about and prepared the topic, I became more and
more encouraged… simple really.. We are all broken in need of a healer and prayer is the way we start communicating in
that relationship! ;-) When giving feedback from evaluations many students said things like “presenter was amazing! I
could really relate this subject to my daily life!” I share this because if that’s not evidence of the Holy Spirit at work I
don’t know what is! Thank you for enabling us to introduce the healing work of Jesus to students all over the Capital
Region and specifically that morning at the College of Saint Rose! Student after student shared how they never knew
that we are all broken and how we need a perfect healer! I have to admit I EVEN read a story from the Children’s
Story Book Bible.. Yup, and the college student’s LOVED it! Please pray that the healing work that only Jesus can do in
all our lives would become real to those present at this seminar!

“Dis-Skype-leship”
Lately it has been cool to use a new tool in ministry with college students: Skype, a video
chat program that is very popular amongst college students. It often seems in our world
of busy schedules and lots of travel that students can be really busy and carving out a
half hour or more to get coached can be tough sometimes. These opportunities save
time, gas, and are more fruitful than a simple phone call that doesn’t necessarily show the
facial expressions we all use when talking with people. Thus far, John has been using it
more this semester than ever, video chatting with 3 or 4 students in a week, sometimes. Of course it will never rival the face to face experience, but it does get close! We
are grateful to use technology to help us win build and send students for Christ!

Campus Crusade for Christ … REAL LIFE in the Capital Region !

Our group at the Upstate Fall Getaway !

Praises:
-20 students attended the Upstate Fall Getaway !
-Both presentations for Ellen and John went
well and we believe students were encouraged! (see story above from Ellen’s health
fair event!)
-Ellen has begun initiating with a couple girls
on campus! (a freshman and sophomore)
Please continue to pray for her to rely on
Jesus and to make the most of her time on
and off campus as it is limited these days!

Prayer Requests:
- For the upcoming Northeast Winter Conference (Epicenter Experience) and all that
it brings! This conference is in Albany, NY
this year!!! Ellen is once again the Registration Coordinator; please pray that she would
balance this role well with parenting our
little one! Jan 22-6 2012
- Pray that God will provide our financial
support as we need to find additional financial partners
- Pray for us to love each other well in our
marriage and reflect Jesus to our students!

